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ABSTRACT

Virtualization is a technology that introduced long time ago but it has emerged
in the last decade as a viable and novel solution for assembling a complete operating
system (guest OS) on top of hosting machine (host OS). It has changed computing in
many aspects with its unique features like easy deployment of guest OSes, migration,
checkpointing and sanboxing. Public resource computing project like SETI@home,
Roesetta@home and others that are powered by volunteer resources can benefit from
virtualization characteristics in both project developing and volunteers points of view.
However wide-scale deployment of virtualized environment for desktop grids impacts
on the host performance as virtualization functionalities imposes Central Processing
Unit (CPU) and memory overhead into the host environment. Virtualization adoption
imposes additional download bandwidth on volunteers machine. This thesis aims
to propose an efficient approach to adapt virtualization into volunteer computing
platform. The proposed virtualization mechanism is implemented on BOINC. It uses
VirtualBox to establish virtualized environment. In order to reduce resource overhead,
a centralized virtual machine undertakes the execution process which is created by a
symlink virtual machine image file. Evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed
virtualization approach, improves BOINC performance in terms of CPU and memory
overhead both Random Access Memory (RAM) and storage notions. The proposed
mechanism reduced the CPU overhead by 96.17%, 206.5%, 316.85, and 429.47%
when executed single job, two jobs, three jobs and four jobs in parallel respectively.
In the case of memory overhead, the proposed virtualization mechanism improved the
storage overhead by 95.5%, 194.60%, 220.75%, and 286.43%, and declined the RAM
overhead by 0.00% , 100%, 200%, and 300% when scaled up from executing single job
to four jobs respectively. The proposed virtualization mechanism reduced considerably
resources overhead which were occupied by virtual machine environment and depicts
the possibility of adapting virtualization functionality into the volunteer computing
environments with the acceptable additional overhead.
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ABSTRAK

Pemayaan merupakan satu teknologi yang telah lama memperkenalkan tetapi
ia hanya muncul dalam dekad yang lalu sebagai satu penyelesaian yang berdaya
maju serta novel untuk membangunkan sistem pengendalian tetamu (guest OS)
yang lengkap di atas mesin hos. Pemayaan telah mengubah cara pengkomputeran
dalam banyak aspek dengan ciri-ciri uniknya seperti penempatan mudah tetamu
OSes, penghijrahan, titik semak dan sanboxing. Projek pengkomputeran sumber
umum seperti SETI@home, Roesetta@home yang disokong oleh sumber sukarela
boleh memanfaatkan ciri-ciri pemayaan dalam pembangunan projek dan persekitaran
sukarela. Walau bagaimanapun penggunaan persekitaran maya untuk komputer meja
grid memberi kesan terhadap prestasi hos atau mesin sukarela. Ini adalah kerana
fungsian pemayaan memerlukan sumber pemproses dan ingatan hos dan ini akan
menyebabkan penambahan penggunaan jalur lebar semasa proses muat turun ke mesin
sukarela. Untuk mengatasi masalah tersebut tesis ini mencadangkan pendekatan yang
efisien untuk menyesuaikan pemayaan ke dalam pelantar pengkomputeran sukarela.
Mekanisma pemayaan dibangunkan di atas Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network
Computing (BOINC) serta menggunakan VirtualBox. Untuk mengurangkan overhed
sumber komputeran, satu mesin maya berpusat akan melaksanakan proses yang mana
ianya direka oleh fail imej mesin maya symlink. Hasil pelaksanan menunjukkan
kaedah pemayaan yang dicadangkan dapat meningkatkan prestasi BOINC dari segi
overhed pemproses dan ingatan, iaitu Ingatan Capaian Rawak (RAM) dan juga storan.
Overhed pemprosesan menunjukkan penurunan sebanyak 96.17%, 206.5%, 316.85%,
dan 429.47% untuk pekerjaan yang tunggal, dua pekerjaan, tiga pekerjaan dan empat
pekerjaan yang dilaksanakan selari. Untuk kes overhed ingatan, mekanisme pemayaan
yang dicadangkan telah mengurangkan overhed sebanyak 95.5%, 194.60%, 220.75% ,
dan 286.43% , manakala penurunan overhed RAM sebanyak 0.00%, 100%, 200% , dan
300% untuk pekerjaan yang tunggal, dua, tiga dan empat pekerjaan selari. Mekanisme
pemayaan yang dicadangkan telag berjaya mengurangkan penggunaan sumber yang
perlukan oleh persekitaran mesin maya. Keputusan menunjukkan kemungkinan
penyesuaian kefungsian pemayaan ke dalam persekitaran pengkomputeran sukarela
dengan overhed tambahan boleh diterima.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Technology is the combination of knowledge and working hard. When users
want to accomplish something by using special technology, they do not want to
know how it works. It means that users only want to employ technology without
involving the complexity behind it. Furthermore, technologies are created to solve
complex problems in an easy way. Volunteer computing(VC) (Sarmenta, 2001),
refers to computing paradigm that resources are provided by public volunteers and
is established for open and powerful computing to do scientific project. BOINC
(Anderson, 2004) has emerged as the most well-known volunteer computing platform
which provides 8.5 petaflops of processing power approximately and gathers more than
2,500,000 users all around the world (states, 2013).

Virtualization (Sahoo et al., 2010) defines as a software abstraction layer
between the hardware and the OS. Virtualization improves the BOINC functionality in
the terms of application portability and security. Moreover, By enabling virtualization
in volunteer computing frameworks it is possible to use the same computing
environment including the operating system and all application packages that may
be required by the public computing project application, across all participating
computing nodes. This configuration eases the task of developers in the way that, they
only have to deal with a single platform. In more details, virtualization is a type of
sandboxing, where foreign applications execute in a virtualized layer which brings an
enhanced security for volunteer hosts. However, there are some overheads in creating
and managing the virtualization that apply into the volunteer host machine and affect
the overall performance of the system.
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This thesis introduces a mechanism for enabling virtualization into a volunteer
computing platform by focusing on reduction of the overhead that is applied by
virtualization into BOINC. This study is considered as a part of bigger project where
by enabling virtualization in desktop grid’s environment it is possible to establish
Infrastructure as a servive(IaaS) from these volunteer’s resources. To achieve this
cloud computing service, there is a need to overcome many issues, but this study is
considered as the starting point. This new type of cloud computing will be introduced
in future works section in more details.

1.2 Problem Background

This dissertation tackles the research challenges related to volunteer computing
frameworks deployment and also surveys the drawbacks of existing virtualization
mechanisms. The problem background of this thesis is divided into three perspectives:

i Desktop grid perspective

ii Combination of virtualization and volunteer computing perspective

iii Parallel computing perspective

1.2.1 Desktop Grid Perspective

The term grid computing refers to a collection of software and hardware
infrastructures that allow users to use these resources in a geographically distributed
model (Foster, 2002). One of the grid branches is desktop grids (Choi et al., 2007),
which rely on harnessing of idle PC’s resources that are connected through network to
work on a specific computational problem.

Volunteer computing (Sarmenta, 2001) is a type of desktop grid that is
established to satisfy the extraordinary growing scientific application’s demand that
relies on volunteer’s PCs. This type of computing uses the idle time of PC’s to do
research and scientific projects (Amoako et al., 2008). In fact, volunteer computing
employs unused CPU cycles to fulfil their workloads. This computing paradigm
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provides petaflops of processing power to perform tasks such as formalization of
complex mathematical models or predict climate changes. The most famous example
of Volunteer computing project is SETI@home (Anderson et al., 2002), which is
based on the BOINC platform (Anderson, 2004) that is currently considered as the
most popular Volunteer computing platforms since now.

To develop Volunteer computing platforms many issues should be taken into
consideration (Choi et al., 2007). The first one is, VC platform should be easy for
users to communicate with the environment. This is because the users (donors) are
in a wide technical knowledge ranges. As the power of this computing paradigm is
based on volunteer’s resources and due to the volunteer’s natural that is wide range
geographically distributed and donors might own different systems that are supported
by a variety of OSes with different applications on it so in developing volunteer
computing middleware the framework independence should be taken into account to
avoid compatibility issues and consequently attract more donors. To encourage more
volunteers to participate in the projects, the system should be secure and trusted from
the volunteer’s perspective. So security is considered as one of the main challenges in
volunteer computing platforms.

Applications in BOINC have some considerable drawbacks; they have lack
of portability, which means BOINC applications should be overwritten for each
platform (windows 32/64, MAC OS, Ubuntu). By applying virtualization in volunteer
computing platforms, it is possible to address the problem of portability and also to
enhance the security level of the system.

1.2.2 Combination of Virtualization and Volunteer Computing Perspective

The aim of using virtual computing environments are to enhance resource
utilization by providing a unified integrated operating platform for users and
applications based on association of heterogeneous and autonomous resources. In
overall, virtualization has taken into account as a good way to improve system
security, reliability and availability, reduce costs and also provide greater flexibility
(Figueiredo et al., 2003; Marosi et al., 2012; Ferreira et al., 2011; Krsul et al., 2004).
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However, to adopt virtualization in such frameworks, some issues should
be taken into account (Marosi et al., 2012, 2010). The VM image file, which
is approximately one gigabyte in size, imposes considerable bandwidth to users.
Transparency implementation is another issue in virtualization approach. Transparent
deployment from user’s view means they should not charged by bandwidth overuse,
nor notices any slowdown or less responsiveness of the system.

1.2.3 Parallel Computing Perspective

Parallel execution refers to a form of computation in which many computations
are performed simultaneously based on the principle that large problems can be divided
into smaller ones which are then carried out in parallel (Kumar et al., 1994). Parallel
computer programs are more difficult to write than sequential ones because parallel
solution introduces many new types of potential software bugs. Communication and
synchronization between the different subtasks are typically some of the greatest
obstacles to getting good parallel program performance (Patterson and Hennessy,
2008).

1.3 Problem Statement

Enabling virtualization in VC frameworks provides such framework with
enhanced application portability, resource utilization control and security due to
the isolation layer. However, in related to the data transfer issue, virtualization
imposes the processing and also bandwidth overhead which affects the overall
computing performance. So does a transparency virtualization mechanism with the
capability of running multiple of BOINC applications in parallel performed by a single
VM, decrease the overhead that is forced to machine’s resources by virtualization
functionalities?
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In particular,the following research problems are investigated:

i How can a virtualization mechanism in BOINC be formulated to effectively
improve the performance issues in comparison with the related works?

ii What are the factors that should be taken into consideration to implement
virtulization mechanism into BOINC framework?

iii What is the impact of proposed virtualization mechanism on the overall of
computing performance?

1.4 Objectives

The main goal of this study is to reduce the overhead of processing and
bandwidth that are imposed by virtualization into system. To deal with the challenges
associated with the research problems mentioned in Section 1.3, the following
objectives have been delineated:

i To reduce the CPU and memory overhead imposed by virtualization
functionalities into the BOINC client machine.

ii To design a transparent implementation of virtualization mechanism from the
user perspective.

iii To evaluate the functionality of proposed virtualization mechanism by
comparing it with the BOINC virtualization approach that is named
vboxwrapper.

1.5 Scope

This dissertation investigates the shortcomings in wide-scale adoption of using
virtual machines for desktop grid computing by considering the performance impact of
virtualization functionalities into the desktop grid computing frameworks in order to
propose an efficient mechanism to enable VM environment in such frameworks. The
scope of this study is defined as follows:
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i The BOINC framework is used in this study as a desktop grid computing
middleware and the VirtualBox is chosen as virtualization tool.

ii First version of the proposed system works on Linux OSes and VirtualBox
software package should be installed on Linux host OS.

iii The proposed system components works on BOINC version 7.0.28+.

iv The programming language that is used for developing the proposed system
components is C++.

v The Server and client components are assembled in the same physical machine.

vi The BOINC virtualization method named vboxwrapper is compiled to be
compared with the proposed virtualization mechanism in evaluation phase.
Furthermore uppercase BOINC sample application is used for creating BOINC
job workunit.

1.6 Significance of Study

Greenberg (Greenberg et al., 2008) argues that building cloud based
datacenters require large amount of investments; considering approximately $53
million each year only for servers or about $10 million for powering. Thus, less
expensive alternatives to deploy cloud like infrastructure are attracting. Instead of
building such costly data centers, it is possible to establish a cloud infrastructure on
a donor’s resources that are almost free. In the other hand, in volunteer computing
platforms application need to be written for each platform. Moreover, portability is one
of the problems in nowadays volunteer computing platforms. By using virtualization, it
is possible to eliminate these problem and provide heterogeneous-supported platforms.

By building cloud-like-infrastructure from volunteer computing resources,
new computing paradigm named volunteer clouds is established. This new powerful
computing infrastructure returns the control of resources from commercial companies
to users who can make decisions which and how much resources needed to be used
in geographically distributed manner (Aversa et al., 2011). In order to achieve this
goal, it is essential to adapt virtualization technology into the volunteer computing
frameworks.
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A virtual appliance may range in size from hundreds to thousands of
megabytes,considering the 1.3 GB of BOINC VM, that is added to hypervisor software
package. This amount of size, highlights the problem of bandwidth and also CPU
overhead on volunteer side and it may become an important obstacle to encourage
volunteers to participate in these projects. Consequently, finding proper solutions to
decrease the CPU and memory overhead of virualization approach plays an important
role to enable adoption of virtualization technology into VC.

1.7 Definitions

The followings are some important definitions,with relevant references
provided where appropriate.

Computing
Computing paradigm has emerged as a solution to address complex computers
or mathematics related issues. Shackelfor (Shackelford et al., 2006) defined
computing as a process that uses computers both hardware and software to
do many computer related purposes; processing, scientific research, gathering
information to extract some beneficial information and so on.

Distributed Computing
Distributed computing is a technology that aims to solve large computational
problems with using distributed systems. Distributed systems (Lynch, 1996) are
a collection of computers that are physically and geographically distributed and
connected to each other to solve a common problem.

Grid Computing
Grid computing technology is a branch of distributed computing that
enables collaborating and resource sharing where resources are geographically
distributed and autonomous. These resources can consist of process,storage and
specific data and can be found on the network. Foster (Foster, 2002) argued
three important elements that define grid systems clearly. The dream of grid
technology is that computing becomes a common utility such as water and
electricity. The computational power of grids attracts scientists and researchers
to fulfil and implement their researches on it.

Foster (Foster et al., 2001) highlighted that resources for sharing are not only
files, whereas it can be processing power, software and applications, storage
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capacity, data and any other possible resources. Resources that work on grid
technology benefit from its features; faster execution speed, interoperation of
software, geographically distributed resources.

Cloud Computing
The term cloud computing is coming to a seat of attention as a revolution in
distributed computing technology by enabling lots of attractive features. The
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) defined cloud computing
as " a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources(e. g., networks, servers,
storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider interaction " (Mell and
Grance, 2011). Although state of art cloud computing offers on demand
application, Elastic Resource Capacity and Pay-per-used resources, it has been
considering as a new enhancement in computing paradigm but it may arise
technically and economically concerns for scientific or open usage of cloud
which requires large amount of computing or storage resources. These required
amount of resource, usually is not applicable by single cloud provider (Cunsolo
et al., 2010).

Virtualization
Virtualization (Sahoo et al., 2010) is commonly defined as a technology
that introduces a software abstraction layer between the hardware and the
operating system and applications running on top of it. This abstraction layer is
called virtual machine monitor (VMM) or hypervisor which hides the physical
resources of the computing system from the operating system (OS).

Desktop Grids
Desktop Grids (@home) (Choi et al., 2007) has emerged as a type of computing
technology where the term computing and storage are enabled by donating
individual’s computers. The idea of desktop grids is that computational
resources are provided by idle desktop computers. In desktop grids, big tasks
are divided into small tasks and those small tasks are distributed among worker
nodes and the result ready only when all tasks are done.

Volunteer Computing
Volunteer computing differentiates from desktop grid computing in the way
that resources are provided by public volunteers (Nouman Durrani and Shamsi,
2013).
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1.8 Dissertation Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview
of the related works. It covers the details of computing forms, virtualization technology
and combination of virtualization into computing frameworks. Chapter 3, which is
research methodology, presents the theoretical design methodology of the system. It
highlights the preparation of the research design and procedure, road map to achieving
the research objectives and also performance evaluation. Chapter 4 presents the
proposed system details. It depicts the system architecture and components and how
the components work with each other. Chapter 5 presents the final results and a
discussion over results. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary of the main
findings, discussion of future research directions and final remarks.
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